
Career Research Collage and Academic Analysis Essay 

ASSIGMENT: Create a research collage about a specific career or career field of interest to you.  

Analyze your collage in an academic essay of six or more paragraphs.  As instructed in class, 

credit your resources in both the collage and the essay to increase your credibility and to avoid 

project plagiarism. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Career Research Collage:  

Your Audience:  
Chaffey College students who are interested in pursuing this specific career goal (or, as 
appropriate, a career in this specific field) 
 
Your Purposes:  
a.) To inform: to extend the knowledge of your target audience 
b.) To persuade: to show your target audience that taking specific actions now/soon/in 

the coming year(s) may help lead to career success 
c.) To promote reflection and/or to inspire: to help students consider their value within 

this profession and/or to believe in their abilities to succeed in this profession 

Your Genre:                                                                                                                       
Career Research Collage: a collection of images from sources of your choice and 
quotations from various, high quality sources which effectively communicate your 
purposes to your target audience 

 

                
 

Academic Essay 
 
Please choose one option: 

1. Write an essay, analyzing the collage you have created.  Your analysis should 
inform essay readers about the choices you made while developing your 
collage; they should come to understand the significance of the choices you 
discuss.  

2. Why should the Chaffey College Career Center display your collage?  Develop 
an argument in favor of sharing your collage with students who visit this Chaffey 
College location. 

 

                                                                    
  

Idea Generation Questions to Help You Develop Your Essay                                                           
How may you help readers visualize your collage through specific descriptive details?  How may you 

use process analysis to provide a step-by-step explanation of how you created your collage?  How may 

you use narration to share a story related to your collage?  How may you use exemplification to provide 

specific examples and analysis of your collage?  Why did you include each image?  Why did you include 

each quotation?  Why did you use each source for information?  How did you determine the placement 

of quotations and images?  How did your target audience factor into your choices?  How did your target 

purposes factor into your choices?  What kind of tone does your collage feature?  Why did you select 

this tone and how did you develop it?   



SPECIFIC SKILLS/ABILITIES REQUIRED BY THIS ASSIGNMENT INCLUDE:  

1. Following specific directions in order to meet the assignment requirements 

2. Selecting and using idea generation strategies in order to develop your visual text and 

academic essay 

3. Applying course writing, reading, and research strategies as you collect materials 

(pictures, on-line resources, interview responses, and campus brochures/websites) 

4. Choosing appropriate materials for inclusion in your collage (with consideration of 

audience, purpose, genre, and tone). Analyzing your choices in your essay.  

5. Developing your essay with attention to genre, audience, purpose, and tone 

6. Creating an essay of at least six paragraphs, including an introduction, four or more 

body paragraphs, and a conclusion  

7. Developing a specific thesis statement  

8. Developing specific topic sentences  

9. Incorporating major and minor supporting details to show as well as tell 

10. Writing an essay that incorporates descriptive details; readers should be able to 

visualize your collage without looking at it directly. 

11. Drafting your essay paragraphs and considering draft feedback from test readers 

12. Revising and editing your work for the professor’s review 

13. Developing a list of resources, used in the development of your collage and essay.  

Crediting these resources as necessary on the collage and in the essay. 

14. Incorporating rhetorical strategy uses (description, narration, process analysis, 
exemplification) in your essay  

TRAPS TO AVOID:  

You will want to avoid the following problems. 

1. Including too few quotes and/or images to communicate your purposes to your target 
audience effectively  

2. Failing to credit sources in your essay and on your collage 
3. Forgetting to use the required essay format. 
4. Selecting too few options for appropriate pictures and quotations 
5. Having concerns about the project without addressing them as needed 
6. Placing objects on the collage without first giving great thought to your choices 
7. Setting aside too little time to complete your work 
8. Providing too little information about your choices when you write your academic essay 

 

 


